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Roeland Scheepens, Niels Willems, Huub van de Wetering, and Jarke J. van Wijk ■ Eindhoven University of Technology O bjects move in trajectories. Analysts search for patterns in trajectories to understand why objects move in a certain way (see the "Trajectory Data Model" sidebar). In many domains, such analysis contributes to the design and maintenance of the space in which objects move. This includes traffic-monitoring systems, urban design, and wildlife migration.
There are basically two approaches to trajectory analysis. In the first one, analysts look at a small number of trajectories and search for specific patterns. 1 For humans, these patterns can be people walking next to each other, waiting for a bus, meeting someone, or pursuing something. In the second approach, analysts investigate all trajectories at once and search for locations with common patterns. For ships, these patterns can be dropping anchor before entering a harbor or sailing on mandatory routes. Here, we focus on the second approach, using visualization tools. Current technology lets us track massive numbers of objects. For instance, we can use GPS to obtain time and position information. Analysts can enrich this data with other attributes by using more sensors, using questionnaires, including data about the objects from the Web, or reasoning about existing attributes. 2 However, with current visualization methods (see the "Related Work" sidebar), analyzing all these attributes for all trajectories is difficult.
One way to visualize large numbers of trajectories is by smoothing them-similar to blurring an image. This technique is similar to kernel density estimation (see the "Trajectory Smoothing" sidebar). 3 That method moves a kernel along the trajectory, smearing the trajectory's contribution to the density over the neighborhood. 4, 5 This produces a density field, a regular grid of cells with density values. By manipulating the kernel, you can encode speed 6 and direction 7 in the density, but there has been no way to encode arbitrary attributes.
To alleviate this situation, we've taken a different approach. In it, analysts create several filters, and our method computes a density field for each. We call the visualization of these combined fields a density map. The remaining questions are, how do we find the right filters, and how do we display these density fields together?
Creating Density Maps Figure 1 shows the architecture for creating density maps. In the data phase, analysts split the trajectories using several filters. In the density model phase, we compute a density field for each filter, using a model that moves a kernel along the trajectory with the same speed as the object. 6 Each density field has several visualization parameters, such as kernel radius r, weight w, and color c. Besides the basic density fields, we compute an aggregated density field.
In the visualization phase, we render each density field as a separate image. The basic density fields are color-mapped or rendered with icons. We render the aggregated density field as an illuminated height field. During image composition, we combine all the rendered images to get a density map. Analysts follow the architecture by setting the filter, aggregation, and composition parameters, using widgets and standard user-interface components.
Density maps show trends in objects' trajectories. Density map creation involves aggregating smoothed trajectories in a density field and visualizing the field. Using an interactive distribution map, users can define subsets and, supported by graphics hardware, get fast feedback for these computationally expensive density field calculations.
Interactively Specifying Density Fields
To define filters, analysts use the distribution map (DM) widget. A DM consists of a 2D plane with two axes corresponding to two chosen attributes. Figure  2a shows DMs with various combinations of attributes. The grayscale distribution shows the durations of attribute-value pairs along the trajectories.
To define a filter, analysts draw a set of rectangles, simultaneously defining the two attributes' ranges. A rectangle has the same color as its related density field. For example, the two pink rectangles in Figure 2a represent medium-speed ships in the morning and fast ships in the evening. When analysts change a rectangle, the system updates the corresponding density field.
Analysts can interactively change the remaining parameters for each density field. Analysts change color and weight using an interactive bar chart for each parameter (see Figure 2b ). They can raise or lower the bars and color them with the density field's color. The system updates the fields after the bar chart changes. By taking vi into account, we obtain a better approximation of the original movement's path. All other continuously defined attributes can be interpolated in time or in space using path p. 
Density Aggregation
During density aggregation, we combine, per cell, the scalar values of the basic density fields into a new aggregated density field. In geographical information systems (GISs), this is similar to map algebra for combining raster maps. 8 We demonstrate three variations: addition, absolute difference, and anomaly detection. However, others can easily be included.
We define these density aggregations D in terms of densities Di for each cell Q:
Daddition simply adds all density fields (see Figure  3a) . By choosing wi = 1/N as weights, we can also get a field with density value averages. We've used this aggregation before in a vessel density map (see the "Trajectory Smoothing" sidebar) with two density fields with different kernel radii.
Ddifference and Danomaly are only defined for combining two density fields. Ddifference computes the symmetrical difference between two density fields (see Figure 3b ). We conduct basic anomaly detection with Danomaly (as we demonstrate later). The idea is that we compare a density field D1, containing many long trajectories representing normal movements, with a density field D2, containing short trajectories with current movements. Anomalies occur where hardly any normal movement is taking place. Figure 3c shows an anomaly; the trajectory is gray where the other trajectory didn't occur.
Rendering
As we mentioned before, we render the density fields using color mapping, icons, and illuminated height fields.
Color mapping. We use hue to differentiate density fields. The density values map proportionally to the saturation; low values are white, and high values are their given color c. The default setting for the density field colors is a perceptually balanced set of distinguishable colors, which has a pleasant appearance because no color overpowers another. Our method samples a pastel rainbow color map (obtained with PaletteView 9 ) and automatically generates colors, with equal steps between selected colors.
If we render only one density field, we can use a multihue color map, such as yellow-to-red, which better highlights details (see Figures 4a and 4b). 9 To depict multiple density fields, we use single-hue color maps or icons (see Figures 4c-4f ).
Iconification. Instead of generating an image for each basic density field, we can combine the fields into one image. Using icons, we show the fields' distribution for a certain area (see Figure 4c ). We chose pie charts because of their symmetry, which results in a balanced picture. The charts are proportional in area to the combined total density, and the wedges are proportional to the ratio between the individual and total density field values in the area of the pie chart. The charts are iteratively placed at nonoverlapping locations with the highest total density values. Analysts can interactively set the number of charts, the spacing, and the scale. We could also use pie charts to quantify the proportions between density fields. However, this would show only a coarse spatial sampling and therefore wouldn't be suitable for detailed analysis.
Illumination. This technique renders a density field as an illuminated height field in 3D, viewed from above. This results in a grayscale image in which each pixel contains the intensity of the light reflected on the surface of the height field while illuminating it with a white light source. We use Phong shading 10 to compute the light intensity on the basis of the light's ambient, diffuse, and specular reflections on the surface according to the material properties. Typically, we render the aggregated density field in this way and use it as a context for the composed density fields. All the images in Figure 4 illustrate the use of this technique.
Image Composition
After obtaining a set of colored images, we combine them into one image. We distinguish between three types of image composition. Opacity-blend is a weighted average of the colors per pixel in RGB color space (see Figure 4d ). Max-blend shows the density field's color with the highest density value per pixel (see Figure 4e ). The block composition uses a coarse grid of blocks to determine which colors occur in a given area (see Figure 4f) . For each block, we randomly choose a density field and assign it a corresponding color with a probability mass function generated by the proportions of the density values per field in the block.
Implementation
To compute the density fields, we use the programmable graphics pipeline in modern consumer graphics hardware (see Figure 5 ). First, we construct a texture that represents a uniform grid in geographic space with cells of equal area to take into account the earth's curvature. Then, we render a polyline with geographic coordinates to this texture for each trajectory. For each line segment, we use a geometry shader to construct a bounding box that tightly fits the kernel radius. For each pixel in the bounding box, we use a fragment shader to evaluate the density equation for the corresponding line segment. The hardware computes the density per line segment in parallel. We obtain a density field by additively blending the density values into the grid texture. Finally, we project the density fields into screen space, where we can perform further operations, such as color mapping and image composition, using additional shaders to obtain a density map. With this implementation, we can render density maps in a split second, and interactions can take place in real time.
Use Cases
While exploring object trajectories, analysts interact mainly with the widgets. Once they find an interesting density map, they can fine-tune the details and export it as a static raster map for a GIS. They can use these in addition to the regular operational maps containing live traffic to support monitoring tasks.
The following use cases show density solutions for open problems in the analysis of moving objects. The cases examined ship traffic in the North Sea and pedestrians in the city center of Delft.
Ship Traffic Analysis
Professional ships with a gross tonnage of 300 tons or more must broadcast their current status using the Automatic Identification System (AIS). 11 The trajectory data consists of many attributes, such as time, location, ship type, dimensions, and destination. Captains sailing a ship and surveillance operators guarding coastal areas use AIS for safety and security. They can also use past AIS data to plan the spatial usage of coastal areas-for instance, by validating whether ships have followed maritime traffic rules. The dataset contains both route-bound ships (such as tankers and cargo ships) and nonroute-bound ships (such as pleasure craft and tugs).
If our method works with this data, it will probably work both for constrained trajectories (such as those of cars and trains) and unconstrained trajectories (such as those of animals and pedestrians).
Temporal aggregation. Normally, vessel density maps don't identify the order in which movements occur. With our density maps, we can vary the kernel radius and weight over time to obtain a semantic depth of field that highlights, for example, the most recent movements. 12 Figure 6a shows a single day of ship traffic outside Rotterdam's harbor with four density fields of six hours each. Throughout the day, the kernel radii decrease while the weights increase. The four density fields combined with additional density aggregation let us distinguish different moments in time in a single density field. The evening movements appear as small, dark trajectories, with S cientists have used different visualizations to analyze objects' movements. Jason Dykes and David Mountain analyzed attributes along trajectories using a multiple-view approach; 1 each view showed a different perspective on the data. Maria Riveiro and her colleagues analyzed ship movements using a visual analytics tool that employed multiple views to find anomalously behaving ships. 2 Using mouse trajectories, Peter Bak and his colleagues demonstrated how to use icons to find spatiotemporal patterns. 3 Christophe Hurter and his colleagues were pioneers with graphics hardware for interactive visualizations of large numbers of airplane trajectories. 4 None of these trajectory visualizations smoothed data when using multiple attributes.
We use a smoothing technique for analyzing movements to show trends. Another alternative might be a graph-based approach. 5 We smooth trajectories by moving a kernel along a trajectory (see the "Trajectory Smoothing" sidebar), which is similar to the smoothed polylines in the continuous parallel coordinate plots that Julian Heinrich and Daniel Weiskopf developed. 6 We can efficiently compute such a smoothed line by using kernels defined by a polynomial, as investigated by Xiaogang Jin and Chiew-Lan Tai. 7 Hurter and his colleagues implemented a simplified trajectory density by convolving the samples instead of the lines, using graphics hardware. Urška Demšar and Kirsi Virrantaus 8 showed temporal information as well by computing the density in a space-time cube 9 in which an extra axis makes time visible.
the others giving context. Circles show noticeable evening movement patterns that weren't visible in the original vessel density maps. Figure 6b shows the night hours in blue and the daylight hours in yellow and combines them using max-blend. Many blue deviations occur, revealing that ships follow the sea lanes more strictly during daylight than during the night.
Anomaly detection.
A density field generated from many past trajectories indicates which movements are common in an area. By comparing a density field of other trajectories with this historical density field, we can find abnormal movements. Such movements occur where the current density is high but the historical density is low. For example, we generated a density field of trajectories between Amsterdam and Scheveningen over a period of six days. We then generated a density field of trajectories over two hours, which we animated to mimic a live stream of traffic data. The kernel size for live traffic was large for the most recent movements and decreased over time. We applied anomaly density aggregation for these two density fields and rendered the resulting density field with a multihue color map together with all data in the shaded height field (see Figure 7a) .
In another example, we compared six days of passenger ship movements to a single day's movements. The results indicated anomalously behaving passenger ships (see Figure 7b ). K ernel density estimation (KDE) smoothes data points to get an overview of data. 1 It first replaces each data point by a distribution. This distribution is given by a unitsize kernel function kr, with radius r defining the size of the neighborhood, centered at the point. KDE eventually sums all the distributions to obtain a density field C. For trajectories, we can obtain C by smoothing the positions p o (t) of all objects in o ∈ O. That is, in a point q at time t, the density C(q,t) is
This density field gives the smoothed number of objects at time t. C(q,t) divided by the total number of objects is a probability density function. To smooth the complete trajectories, we integrate the smoothed number of objects over time. This effectively moves the kernel along the trajectories of all objects at the speed of these objects:
C(q) in point q represents the number of objects averaged over time. We obtain a discrete density D(Q) per area unit on a raster of cells by sampling C in the center of each cell Q. In our approach, multiple density fields combine with two visualization parameters for each field: a weight parameter wi and a kernel radius ri to differentiate between the fields (as shown in the architecture of Figure A) . Quantitative density analysis with weighted density fields is difficult; however, hot spots remain visible. Figure A shows how we visualized density fields as vessel density maps. 2 These maps show variations in speed as different density contributions highlighting significant maritime areas, such as groups of high contributions for anchor zones, where ships wait to enter a harbor. In these maps, only one attribute (velocity) is visible. So, we can't see the variations of area usage over time. Because trajectories are essentially multivariate data, we designed the vessel density maps' generalization to handle more attributes. 
Trajectory Smoothing

Stopping areas.
A vessel density map highlights intensively sailed areas-areas with many movements or with few slow movements. Figure 8a shows these areas in the rectangles. Some of them appear as a group of dots, indicating that ships are stopped at a prescribed anchor zone (marked with an anchor). However, similar patterns occur at other places. We aimed to figure out what was going on in those places by exploring the trajectories' attributes. To focus on the stopping areas, we first isolated the areas with slow movements by defining a red density field for slow movements and a blue density field for others, using the DM in Figure  8b . Figure 8c shows the results using max-blend. By comparing it with Figure 8a , we can see that area 7 (containing Rotterdam's harbor) shrank; the harbor mouth contained many movements; and areas 12 and 13, which each have a single stop, appeared. We discovered stopping areas that weren't marked as anchor zones or weren't in Rotterdam's harbor.
The ship's type and how it moves can often explain what's happening. So, we changed the DM's time axis to velocity and changed its velocity axis to ship type (see Figure 8d) . Then, we defined six density fields for the most important ship types containing only slow ships, each with a different color as shown in the color map on the bottom right of Figure 8 . To see which ship types sailed in these small areas, we used block composition.
Figures 8e through 8i focus on the investigated areas. Figure 8e shows a cargo ship and a nearby tanker. When the kernel radius decreased, black squares indicating oil platforms became visible (see the inset). These ships were probably exchanging goods with these platforms. Figure 8f shows the surroundings and popular beach by Scheveningen's harbor. Some typical ships close to the coast are visible, such as fishing boats (yellow), pleasure craft (green), and special craft such as rescue ships (red). A cargo ship (blue) is relatively close to the coast, which is suspicious because such ships generally don't come that close. Figure 8g shows two hot spots with small ships. The one on the right is the harbor of the city Hellevoetsluis; the one on the left is near the Haringvlietdam, a structure comprising a dam and a lock. The lock explains the concentration of waiting ships at the bottom left of the Haringvlietdam and explains why only small ships were sailing in this neighborhood.
By clicking on the ships in Figure 8h , we learned that the special craft were a dredger at work (left) and a law enforcement ship (right). In the latter's course of its duty, it stopped multiple times.
Finally, Figure 8i shows a potential threat: a fishing boat stopped in a sea lane.
Risk assessment. Some ships are more dangerous than others. We created a density map showing the various ship types' possible risks (see Figure 9) . In the DM, we put the ship's type and deck area on the axes. For the density fields, we defined "large" as an area greater than 9,000 m 2 ; this included cargo ships and tankers. We defined the other ship types as "small": passenger ships, high-speed craft, and "other." Default settings automatically generated the colors.
We composed the color-mapped densities with max-blend to show the most dangerous types in each area. To illustrate the possible risks, we identified three classes of danger and assigned large kernels with heavy weights for more dangerous ship types. In this risk density map, we can see that the shoreline wasn't in danger and that dangerous tankers took the west route, whereas less dangerous cargo ships took the route closer to the shore.
Pedestrians in Urban Planning
From an urban-planning perspective, 13 we examined the dataset of pedestrian movements in the city center of Delft over four days. This data's temporal resolution is similar to the ships'-a sample every couple of seconds. However, the paths are entangled, owing to small GPS devices' spatial noise. So, an aggregated view tends to provide more insight than a detailed view.
The pedestrians filled out questionnaires explaining the purposes of their visits: shopping, tourism, leisure, or something else. We wanted to find areas of interest that attract visitors with a certain purpose and see whether the visitors appeared in the expected areas. To do so, we divided our dataset into four density fields, one for each purpose, with equal weight and kernel radius. (As in the previous use case, the default settings automatically generated the colors.)
We combined the density fields using the image compositions for single-hue color maps. However, the resulting images were unreadable because many density fields had nonzero values. With opacity-blend, only areas with a single density field defined are readable, whereas the other places give indistinguishable colors (see Figure  10a) . With max-blend, the picture is clearer, and the most dominant purpose is visible (see Figure  10b) . However, shopping (blue) is too dominant to make the analysis useful.
Because the weak distribution of cones in the human eye prevents us from seeing the colors of small patches, we can better distinguish the colors in the large blocks by using block composition. The difference between a uniform distribution (see Figure 10c ) and a distribution proportional to the density values (see Figure 10d) for the randomization becomes clear. In the latter, the more dominant density fields are more visible. The propor- tions between density fields are visible, but with icons (see Figure 10e) , quantifying the proportions is easier. (However, the orange trend in the middle is less visible than in Figures 10a through 10d. ) Figure 10f shows the density map with icons integrated into Google Earth, a popular GIS. We see several areas of interest where the distribution of purposes is biased toward one or more purposes. Using Google Earth, we can find explanations for these biases. For example, at the market square in area 1, tourism increases near a church and an art exhibition center (the Vermeer Centrum), whereas the "other" category becomes dominant around the city hall (the Stadhuis). Owing to the presence of several diners and stores, the shopping and leisure categories also appear. In areas 2 and 3, the leisure category dominates, explained by the presence of a gallery and a number of bars and cafes, respectively.
Overall, using our method in Google Earth, we found a relationship between an area and pedestrians' visit purposes by using the additional data sources available in such a tool. This could aid urban planners in their decision-making.
A limitation of our method is that a density field filter can't always express a feature of interest, such as a relation between attributes. However, the use cases show that the method is already useful for various domains, each with its own requirements. We can make the method even stronger by adding new density aggregations, image compositions, and improved filters. Dangerous tankers took the west route, whereas less dangerous cargo ships took the route closer to the shore.
